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On interval prediction of COVID-19 development
based on a SEIR epidemic model

Denis Efimov1 and Rosane Ushirobira1

Abstract—In this brief report, a modified version of the well-
known mathematical epidemic model SEIR is used to analyze
the epidemics course of COVID-19 in five different countries in
the world. To this goal, the parameters of the SEIR model are
identified by using publicly available data for the corresponding
countries: France, Italy, Spain, Brazil and Russia. The identified
model is then applied for the prediction of the SARS-CoV-2 virus
propagation under different conditions of confinement. For this
purpose, an interval predictor is designed allowing variations and
uncertainties in the model parameters to be taken into account.

I. INTRODUCTION

The SEIR model is one of the most elementary compart-
mental models of epidemics [1], which is very popular and
widely used in different contexts [2]. It describes the evolution
of the relative proportions of four classes of individuals in
a population of constant size, see a general scheme given
in Fig. 1. Namely, the susceptible S, capable of contracting
the disease and becoming infectious; the asymptomatic E and
symptomatic I infectious, capable of transmitting the disease to
susceptible; and the recovered R, permanently immune (after
healing or dying). Such a simple model represents well a
generic behavior of epidemics (plainly as series of transitions
between these populations), and a related advantage consists
in a small number of parameters to identify (three transition
rates in Fig. 1: σ , γ and b ). This is an important outcome
in the case of a virus attack with a limited amount of data
available. That is the case of the current1 under the presence
of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

There are many types and variations of SEIR models [1]
(e.g., in the simplest case the classes E and I are modeled
at once, leading to a SIR model). This note is based on the
modified SEIR discrete-time model proposed in [3], where it
has been used to model the epidemics trend of COVID-19
in China (other similar SIR/SEIR-type models used recently
for modeling SARS-CoV-2 virus are [4], [5], [6], [7]). The
selected model is proposed2 as follows (we will not consider
the influence of the natural birth and mortality, since for the
short period of analysis considered here the population may
be assumed quasi-constant):

1Denis Efimov and Rosane Ushirobira are with Inria, Univ. Lille,
CNRS UMR 9189 - CRIStAL, F-59000 Lille, France, Denis.Efimov,
Rosane.Ushirobira@inria.fr

1This note was initially written on March 23 and updated March 30, 2020.
2Compared to the model in [3], the inflow/outflow variables for each state

were not considered in our analysis.

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of SEIR model

St+1 = St −b
(pCIt + rtEt)

N
St , (1a)

Et+1 = (1−σ)Et +b
(pCIt + rtEt)

N
St , (1b)

It+1 = (1− γ)It +σEt , (1c)
Rt+1 = Rt + γIt , (1d)

where t ∈ N (the set of nonnegative integers) is the time
counted in days (t = 0 corresponds to the beginning of mea-
surements or prediction), N denotes the total population, the
parameter 0 < γ < +∞ represents the mortality and recovery
rates, the parameter 0 < b <+∞ corresponds to the infection
rate of the virus transmission from infectious/exposed to
susceptibles during a contact, 0 < σ < +∞ is the incubation
rate by which the exposed develop symptoms, 0 < pC < +∞

corresponds to the number of contacts for the infectious
I (it is supposed that infected people with symptoms are
in quarantine, then the number of contacts is decreased),
pC ≤ rt < +∞ is the number of contacts per person per day
for the exposed population E (in the presence of confinement
and depending on its severity, this number is time-varying).

Therefore, the SEIR model (1) has only three parameters
to be identified: σ , γ and b. These parameters σ , γ and b
represent, respectively, the rate of change between the states
E to I, I to R and S to E + I (as in in Fig. 1). The parameter
σ has a physical meaning: σ = 1

TS
, where Ts is the average

duration of incubation period of the virus after contamination,
which can be well identified in patients. The numbers of
contacts pC and rt can be evaluated heuristically based on the
population density and social practices. The identification of
these parameters must be performed using statistics published
by authorities. As a worthy remark, very many researches
devoted to the estimation and identification for SIR/SEIR
models were developed by now, and several in the last few
years, like [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], to mention a few.

Since the measured data and parameters contain numerous
uncertainties and perturbations, it is then difficult to make
a reasonable prediction based on the simulation of such a
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model with fixed values of parameters (also taking into account
the model simplicity and generality). However, the interval
predictor and observer framework [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]
allows a set of trajectories to be obtained corresponding to the
interval values of parameters and inputs, increasing the model
validity without augmenting its complexity. This approach has
already been applied to different SEIR models (see, e.g., [18],
[19], [20]). In this report, we apply the interval predictor
method for the considered SEIR model (1) to improve its
forecasting quality.
Remark 1. It is worth to highlight that the interval predictor
framework used here is not the only method oriented on
improving the reliability of prediction using SEIR models.
Usually, as in [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], stochastic and multi-agent
simulation approaches are used. In those cases, by assuming
that the parameters and initial conditions are distributed with
some given probability, multiple numeric experiments are
performed to reconstruct the behavior of all possible trajec-
tories of the system. As a first remark, such a methodology
needs more computational effort for its realization. Second,
additional information on the form of probability distribution
for all parameters and variables is necessary, demanding either
extra hypotheses or more measured data for estimation. As it is
currently demonstrated by SARS-CoV-2 virus attack, it is hard
to obtain such a data quickly during the epidemic development.
Contrarily to these approaches, the interval predictor method
does not use these additional assumptions on distributions, and
it has been also proposed to estimate a guaranteed interval
inclusion of trajectories with minimal computational effort,
by the cost of a more complicated mathematical analysis and
design [17].

The outline of this note is as follows. The model validation
and identification are first presented considering France as the
study case, next the same results are reported for Italy, Spain,
Brazil and Russia. To this end, we describe the measured data
applied for parameter identification in Section II, together with
some hypotheses used in the sequel. The parameters obtained
in [3] for China are tested for France and validated on this
data in Section III. The method for parameter identification is
presented in Section IV, with validation and some experiments
on the influence of confinement parameters on COVID-19
development. An interval predictor is designed in Section V,
which allows us to evaluate the situation in France under
the variation of parameters and initial states. The results
of application of the proposed identification routine and the
interval predictor for Italy, Spain, Brazil and Russia are given
in Section VI. Final discussions and remarks are provided in
Section VII.

II. AVAILABLE DATA ON COVID-19 IN FRANCE

The current population in France is N = 670640003. The
incubation period Ts, that is widely reported in the literature
for COVID-19, is considered to be between 2 and 14 days [3],
or in a more specialized research between 2 and 12 days [21],
so we assume

1
2
≤ σ ≤ 1

12
.

3www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics of France.

Day t It Dt Ht
1 2876 61 12
2 3661 79 12
3 4499 91 12
4 5423 127 12
5 6633 148 12
6 7730 175 12
7 9134 244 12
8 10995 372 12
9 12612 450 12

10 14459 562 12
11 16018 674 2200
12 19856 860 2200
13 22302 1100 3288
14 25230 1331 3907
15 29155 1696 4948
16 32964 1995 5700
17 37575 2314 6624
18 40174 2606 7132

TABLE I
DATA FOR FRANCE

The data available from public sources4, and which is used
in this note, for the time period between March 12th and
30th is provided in Table I5, where I , D and H represent
the number of detected infected, deceased and recovered
individuals, respectively.

Obviously, not all cases can be detected and documented
by the public health services, then there is a ratio between
populations I and I , R and D+H as well, which is denoted
in this work by α , whose interval of admissible values is
estimated from different sources as follows6:

5≤ α ≤ 20.

Formally, such a ratio α has to be time-varying and different
for I and R. Due to strict requirements of France Health
Services, in this report we take the following hypotheses:

It = α1It , Rt = Dt +α2Ht , (2)

i.e., the deaths are reported exactly (see also [6]), but the actual
number of infected cases and the related recovered individuals
can be masked due to the complexity of examination and the
actual confirmation of the virus presence. An additional reason
is that in many cases the virus symptoms result in a mild
reaction of patients (approximately in 80% of cases, see the
sources above), hence with no official virus confirmation in
such a situation. In this work, we assume modest values for
these parameters:

α1 = 5, α2 = α1 +1,

then, roughly speaking, such a choice of α1 corresponds to
registration of all non-mild cases, and α2 is selected just to
be a little bit higher. The techniques to identify α1 from the
measurements of I and D are described in the last footnote
(for the data given in Table I these approaches provide α1 =
2.418). So, by fixing α1 and α2, the two variables of the model

4See www.santepubliquefrance.fr/, www.geodes.santepubliquefrance.fr and
www.data.gouv.fr.

5Sources: Eficiens, Johns Hopkins University.
6See, for example, Coronalinks-3-19-20, or a dedicated analysis in CMMID

or University of Melbourne.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_France
http://www.santepubliquefrance.fr/
https://geodes.santepubliquefrance.fr/#c=home
https://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/datasets/donnees-relatives-a-lepidemie-du-covid-19/
http://www.eficiens.com/coronavirus-statistiques/france
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://slatestarcodex.com/2020/03/19/coronalinks-3-19-20/
https://cmmid.github.io/topics/covid19/severity/global_cfr_estimates.html
https://pursuit.unimelb.edu.au/articles/modelling-the-spread-of-covid-19
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(1), I and R, are available from the beginning of the epidemics
via (2).

We also select another average value for the incubation rate:

σ =
1
7

to simplify further identification (the variation in this value
will be taken into account later in the interval predictor).

III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH PARAMETERS OF [3]

In [3], using the data available for the Chinese provinces of
Zhejiang, Guangdong and Hubei, which have been impacted
by the virus differently, the following parameter bounds have
been evaluated:

0.0721≤ γ ≤ 0.238,
0.05068≤ b≤ 0.05429,

pC = 3 (number of contacts in quarantine),
pN = 15 (number of contacts in normal mode),

pR = 10 (number of contacts in relaxed quarantine).

Selecting the average values γ = 0.155 and b = 0.0525, we
also choose to decrease the number of contacts for France as
follows:

pC = 2, pN = 12, pR = 6,

which is related with smaller population density in France.
In [4], the theory of a cyclic application of quarantine

regimes of different severity is evaluated for COVID-19.
By iterating the periods of complete isolation for everybody
(suppression), which decelerates the virus advancement, with
a time of mild regulation (mitigation), which allows the
economics to be maintained on arguable level, and when
only fragile parts of the population are isolated, it is possible
to attenuate the material consequences of epidemics while
decreasing the load on health services. Following this idea, for
simulation we consider here two scenarios of confinement:

1) Six weeks of strict quarantine and two weeks of a
relaxed one, which is further periodically repeated.

2) Twelve weeks of strict quarantine and four weeks of a
relaxed one, which is further periodically repeated.

For the chosen model, these scenarios will impact only the
variable rt . The example of behavior in the first scenario of
the number of contacts for asymptomatic infectious is shown
in Fig. 2.

Remark 2. In other words, rt can be considered as a kind of
control for the virus propagation, by imposing different periods
and strictness levels for the confinement.

The results of simulation of the model (1) with the described
above parameters for both scenarios, 1 and 2, are given in
Fig. 3 (for a better visibility, all populations are plotted in the
logarithmic scale in this report). As we can conclude from
these results, these scenarios of confinement do not lead to a
stabilization of COVID-19 development in France (the black
dotted line in the top of the plots correspond to N (the total
population), then according to these graphics the epidemics is

Fig. 2. Variation of the number of contacts rt in the first scenario

Fig. 3. The results of simulation with parameters of [3] for scenarios 1 and
2

going to stop after a total infection of the country). However,
after a short analysis on how close are the obtained curves to
the measured data (see Fig. 4 where dashed lines correspond
to the measurements), we recognize that the model with the
parameters from [3] does not correspond well (overestimates)
to the situation in France. Therefore, an identification of
parameters is needed.

IV. PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION

For the parameter identification, we assume that the incu-
bation rate σ is fixed as above, and that the symptomatic
infectious It and the recovered people Rt are measured for
the first J days of the virus attack as in (2) for t = 0,1, . . . ,J.
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Fig. 4. The results of verification with parameters of [3]

From the equation (1d) we can identify the value of the
parameter γ:

γ =
Rt+1−Rt

It
,

whose least squares estimation is

γk =
∑

J−k−1
t=0 It(Rt+1−Rt)

∑
J−1
t=0 I2

t

for k = 0,1, . . . ,K, where 0 < K < J−1 is the number of the
last days used for identification (in this work we selected K =
J−10). Then the average value is used for further analysis and
design (with a mild ambiguity we are using the same symbol
to denote the parameter and its estimate):

γ =
1

K +1

K

∑
k=0

γk = 0.0391.

Next, the equation (1c) allows us to calculate the related
number of asymptomatic infectious (σ is chosen and γ is
estimated):

Et =
1
σ
(It+1− (1− γ)It) ,

while the number of susceptible individuals can be evaluated
using the total population:

St = N− It −Rt −Et .

Finally, from the equation (1b) we can derive the infection
rate (for the selected pC and rt ):

b = N
Et+1− (1−σ)Et

(pCIt + rtEt)St
,

whose least squares estimation is

bk = N
∑

J−k−1
t=0 (pCIt + rtEt)(Et+1− (1−σ)Et)St

∑
J−1
t=0 (pCIt + rtEt)

2 S2
t

for k = 0,1, . . . ,K, then the identified value is again the average
of these estimates:

b =
1

K +1

K

∑
k=0

bk = 0.0387.

The obtained values γk,bk (solid lines) together with the
selected estimates γ,b (dot lines) are shown in Fig. (5). The

Fig. 5. The identified parameters for France

identified values for γ and b are not included in the confidence
intervals obtained for China in [3] (they are reported at the
beginning of Section III), which explains the probable bad
forecast of the model (1) with the parameters validated for
China in that work.

The simulation results of the model (1) with the identified
values of parameters for both scenarios 1 and 2 are given in
Fig. 6, a verification on the measured and reconstructed data
is shown in Fig. 7. In this case the model can approximate
reasonably well the virus propagation, since these results are
more consistent with the available statistics for France.

Unfortunately, the obtained curves also demonstrate the lack
of efficiency of the confinement (even of a long length). In both
scenarios the peak of epidemics will be reached in the middle
of July 2020 (the model with parameters from [3] predicts the
peaks even faster).

Let us enlarge the validity of the prediction based on (1) by
considering intervals of admissible values for parameters and
initial conditions.

V. INTERVAL PREDICTION

In the previous section, to make a prediction the model
(1) with identified values of the parameters b,γ and selected
choices for α1,α2,σ was used. The initial values for the
state of the model S0, I0, E0 and R0 were selected from
measured/reconstructed sets. However, due to the generic
structure of the model, uncertainties in the values of the
auxiliary parameters, and noises in the measured information,
it is obvious that the reliability of the obtained prognosis is
limited. A way to overcome such a weakness consists in taking
into account the intervals of admissible values for all variables
and parameters used for simulation, so enlarging the validity
of the model. In such a case, we calculate/evaluate the sets of
the resulted trajectories. In this work, we use for this purpose
the interval framework [17].

The idea of interval prediction can be illustrated on a simple
scalar system:

xt+1 = atxt +dt ,
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Fig. 6. The results of simulation with identified parameters

Fig. 7. The results of verification with identified parameters

where xt ∈ R+ is a nonnegative system state, whose initial
conditions belong to a given interval:

x0 ∈ [x0,x0];

at ∈R+ and dt ∈R are uncertain inputs, which also take values
in known intervals:

at ∈ [at ,at ], dt ∈ [dt ,dt ]

for all t ∈ N. So, we assume that x0 ≤ x0, 0 ≤ at ≤ at and
dt ≤ dt are known for all t ∈ N. The imposed nonnegativity
constraints on xt and at correspond to the case of the model
(1). We would like to calculate the lower xt and upper xt

predictions on the state xt of this system under the introduced
hypotheses on all uncertain variables, which have to satisfy
the relations:

xt ≤ xt ≤ xt ∀t ∈ N.

The theory of interval observers and predictors [17], [22]
answers this question, and a possible solution (that utilizes
the nonnegativity of xt and at ) is as follows:

xt+1 = atxt +dt ,

xt+1 = atxt +dt ,

which is rather straightforward. To substantiate the desired
interval inclusion for xt by xt ,xt , we can consider the lower
et = xt−xt and the upper et = xt−xt prediction errors, whose
dynamics take the form:

et+1 = (atxt −atxt)+(dt −dt) ,

et+1 = (atxt −atxt)+
(
dt −dt

)
,

then it is easy to verify that the terms dt − dt ,dt − dt are
nonnegative by the definition of dt ,dt , and the terms atxt −
atxt ,atxt − atxt have the same property for t = 0 by the
definition of at ,at and x0,x0, hence, e1≥ 0, e1≥ 0 (that implies
x1 ∈ [x1,x1]) and the analysis can be iteratively repeated for
all t ∈ N. Let us apply this method to the model (1) (clearly,
each equation there has the form as above).

To this end, we assume that all parameters belong to the
known intervals:

σ ∈ [σ ,σ ], γ ∈ [γ,γ], b ∈ [b,b], (3)

rt ∈ [rt ,rt ] ∀t ∈ N,

together with the initial conditions in (1):

S0 ∈ [S0,S0], I0 ∈ [I0, I0], E0 ∈ [E0,E0], R0 ∈ [R0,R0], (4)

where nonnegative values σ ,σ , γ,γ , b,b, rt ,rt , S0,S0, I0, I0,
E0,E0 and R0,R0 are obtained from the ones used in the pre-
vious section by applying ±δ% deviation from those nominal
quantities. Then applying the approach explained just above,
we derive the equations of the interval predictor:

St+1 =

(
1−b

(
pCIt + rtEt

)
N

)
St ,

Et+1 =
(

1−σ +b
rt

N
St

)
Et + pCb

ItSt

N
,

It+1 = (1− γ)It +σEt ,

Rt+1 = Rt + γIt ,

St+1 = min
{

N,

(
1−b

(pCIt + rtEt)

N

)
St

}
,

Et+1 = min
{

N,

(
1−σ +b

rt

N
St

)
Et + pCb

ItSt

N

}
,

It+1 = min
{

N,(1− γ)It +σEt

}
,

Rt+1 = min
{

N,Rt + γIt
}
,

where St ,St , It , It , Et ,Et and Rt ,Rt are the lower and upper
interval predictions for St , It , Et and Rt , respectively.
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Theorem 3. For the model (1) satisfying the relations (3) and
(4) with

2bsup
t∈N

rt ≤ 1, σ ≤ 1, γ ≤ 1, (6)

the interval predictor (5) guarantees the interval inclusions
for the state of (1) for all t ∈ N:

St ∈ [St ,St ], It ∈ [It , It ], Et ∈ [Et ,Et ], Rt ∈ [Rt ,Rt ]

with boundedness of all predictions for all t ∈ N:

St ,St , It , It ,Et ,Et ,Rt ,Rt ∈ [0,N].

Proof: By direct calculations we can check that

b
(pCIt + rtEt)

N
≤ b

(pCIt + rtEt)

N
≤ b

(
pCIt + rtEt

)
N

,

b
rt

N
St −σ ≤ b

rt

N
St −σ ≤ b

rt

N
St −σ ,

pCb
ItSt

N
≤ pCb

ItSt

N
≤ pCb

ItSt

N
,

σEt ≤ σEt ≤ σEt ,

γIt ≤ γIt ≤ γIt

due to (3) and (4) for t = 0, and

1≥ b

(
pCIt + rtEt

)
N

, 1+b
rt

N
St ≥ σ

due to (6) (recall that rt ≥ pC, It +Et ≤ 2N, thus St ≥ 0), then
as we demonstrated above

S1 ∈ [S1,S1], I1 ∈ [I1, I1], E1 ∈ [E1,E1], R1 ∈ [R1,R1],

and such a verification can be repeated for all t ∈ N. In the
same way we can show that if the relations

St ≤ St , It ≤ It , Et ≤ Et , Rt ≤ Rt

are satisfied for some t ∈ N, then they also hold for t = t +1
in (5), and to substantiate boundedness of the state of the
interval predictor, it is enough to guarantee that St , It , Et and
Rt doe not exceed N (as it is done by construction in (5)),
while nonnegativity of St , It , Et and Rt is ensured by (6).

Remark 4. The boundedness of the state of (5) established
in Theorem (3) does not imply the stability of the internal
dynamics of the interval predictor (it is also a reason to
impose the explicit saturation in (5)), which is a frequent and
challenging problem for the predictors [16], [22].

Remark 5. The dynamics of lower and upper interval predic-
tions are interrelated through the update equations of St ,St .
Thus, the dimension of the predictor (5) is two times higher
than in the system (1). The values of the variables St ,St can be
evaluated using the population equation St +Et + It +Rt = N:

St = N− It −Et −Rt ,

St = N− It −Et −Rt ,

which however does not isolate the dynamics of lower and
upper interval predictions. In addition, preliminary simulations
show that such a modification leads to more conservative
results, so we keep (5) for all further utilization.

Fig. 8. The results of simulation of (5) for scenarios 1 and 2 in France under
±10% variation of all parameters

Fig. 9. The results of simulation of (5) for scenarios 1 and 2 under variation
of σ ∈ [ 1

12 ,
1
2 ]

The simulation results of the interval predictor (5) with
δ = 10% are presented in Fig. 8 (the dashed and dotted lines
represent, respectively, upper and lower interval bounds, the
solid lines correspond to the results of simulation obtained
in the previous section, the circles depict measured and re-
constructed data points used for identification and validation).
The same results for the case when only σ is deviated with
[σ ,σ ] = [ 1

12 ,
1
2 ] are shown in Fig. 9 (the parameters γ,b

and the signal rt take the nominal values, initial conditions
are the same as in the previous experiment), where we can
recognize how strong the influence of this parameter and how
significant its deviation for the COVID-19 trend. The width of
the predicted interval of admissible values for the state of (1)
is growing, which is related with a high level of uncertainty
reflected by δ and chosen for these simulations.

As we can conclude from these curves, under sufficiently
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big deviations of the parameters (which correspond to the
small amount of data publicly available now), the confinement
may slow down the epidemics. The measurements are nearly
included in the obtained intervals validating the prediction (the
value of δ was selected to ensure this property). There are
two variants of epidemic development demonstrated in these
results: optimistic, which corresponds to the lower bounds of
I and E, and pessimistic presented by the respective upper
bounds. Under the current level of uncertainty, in the optimistic
setting, the maximum of infected people can be reached in
approximately two months.

In general, a further precision of the model and the parame-
ters is needed, but as a recommendation after these preliminary
simulations: an augmentation of the severity of the quarantine
is desirable. This suggestion is illustrated by Fig. 10, where the
interval prediction for the infectious population I is presented
in the first scenario with deviation of all parameters. As
previous, blue dashed and dotted lines correspond do the upper
I and the lower bounds I (the bold lines are calculated using
previous day initial conditions), and the magenta circles are the
measured information, the red line is the average behavior. The
top graphic corresponds to the case given previously in Fig. 8
for pC = 2, while the bottom plot is computed for pC = 1 (i.e.
for a more strict quarantine). In the latter case, in the optimistic
scenario, the confinement stops the virus, while at the peak
the quantity of infected people can be decreased in almost
three times (which is an important achievement representing
a significant decay of the load to the public health services).

VI. OTHER COUNTRIES

In this section we do not repeat all the considerations
and analysis previouly presented for France. For the other
countries, we introduce the used data together with the selected
parameters, if they differ from the ones accepted above,
identify the parameters (as in Fig. 5) and simulate the interval
predictor (as in Fig. 8 together with the plots of Fig. 10). The
common parameters assigned to all countries (to simplify the
analysis) are:

α1 = 5, α2 = α1 +1, σ =
1
7
,

pC = 2, pN = 12, pR = 6.

A. Italy

The current population in Italy is N = 603595467. The data
available from public sources for the time period between
March 13th and 30th is provided in Table II8.

Applying the proposed procedure to parameter identification
leads to

γ = 0.0207, b = 0.0447

with the values γk and bk given in Fig. 11. France and Italy
have the virus infection rate b approximately close, but in Italy
the recovery rate γ is lower compared to France.

The simulation results of the interval predictor (5) with
δ = 10% are presented in Fig. 12 (the dashed and dotted

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics of Italy.
8Sources: Eficiens, Johns Hopkins University.

Fig. 10. Prediction of the growth of I for scenario 1 in France with pC = 2
or pC = 1 under deviations of values of all parameters

Day t It Dt Ht
1 17660 1266 1439
2 21157 1441 1439
3 24747 1809 1439
4 27980 2158 2749
5 31506 2503 2941
6 35713 2978 4025
7 41035 3405 4440
8 47021 4032 5129
9 53578 4825 6072

10 59158 5476 7024
11 63927 6077 7432
12 69176 6820 8326
13 74386 7503 9362
14 80589 8215 10361
15 86498 9134 10950
16 92472 10023 12384
17 97689 10779 13030

TABLE II
DATA FOR ITALY

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Italy
http://www.eficiens.com/coronavirus-statistiques/
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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Fig. 11. The identified parameters for Italy

Fig. 12. The results of simulation of (5) for scenarios 1 and 2 in Italy under
±10% variation of all parameters

lines represent, respectively, upper and lower interval bounds,
the solid lines correspond to the average behavior, the circles
depict measured and reconstructed data points used for iden-
tification). As we can conclude from these plots, the obtained
model follows well the measured statistics for Italy.

Finally, the illustration of influence of the strictness of
confinement is shown in Fig. 13. A more strict quarantine
decreases and makes it sooner the peak of epidemics in
optimistic scenario.

B. Spain

The current population in Spain is N = 466003969. The
data available from public sources for the time period between
March 12th and 30th is provided in Table III10.

Applying the proposed procedure to parameter identification
leads to

γ = 0.0353, b = 0.0761

9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics of Spain.
10Sources: Statista, Johns Hopkins University.

Fig. 13. Prediction of the growth of I for scenario 1 in Italy with pC = 2 or
pC = 1 under deviations of values of all parameters

Day t It Dt Ht
1 2950 84 189
2 4209 118 193
3 5753 136 517
4 7753 288 517
5 9383 309 530
6 11273 497 1028
7 13716 598 1081
8 17147 767 1107
9 19980 982 1588
10 24926 1326 2125
11 28572 1720 2575
12 33089 2182 3355
13 39675 2696 3794
14 47600 3434 5367
15 56188 4365 7015
16 64059 5138 9357
17 73235 5982 12285
18 80110 6803 14709

TABLE III
DATA FOR SPAIN

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Spain
https://es.statista.com/estadisticas/1104279/personas-con-covid-19-recuperadas-por-dia-espana/
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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Fig. 14. The identified parameters for Spain

Fig. 15. The results of simulation of (5) for scenarios 1 and 2 in Spain under
±10% variation of all parameters

with the values γk and bk given in Fig. 14. Thus, the recovery
rate γ in Spain belongs to the same range of values as in
France and Italy, but the infection rate b takes much higher
values, which implies a faster virus propagation in the country.

The simulation results of the interval predictor (5) with
δ = 10% are presented in Fig. 15 (the dashed and dotted
lines represent, respectively, upper and lower interval bounds,
the solid lines correspond to the average behavior, the cir-
cles depict measured and reconstructed data points used for
identification). As we can conclude from these plots, the
obtained model follows well the measured statistics for Spain.
In addition, due to a higher virus transition rate established
previously the country infection peak seems to be attained in
the beginning of May.

Finally, the illustration of influence of the strictness of
confinement is shown in Fig. 16. A more strict quarantine
decreases the peak amplitude in the optimistic setting.

Fig. 16. Prediction of the growth of I for scenario 1 in Spain with pC = 2
or pC = 1 under deviations of values of all parameters

Day t It Dt Ht
1 77 0 0
2 151 0 1
3 151 0 1
4 200 0 1
5 234 0 2
6 346 1 2
7 529 4 2
8 640 7 2
9 970 11 2

10 1178 18 2
11 1546 25 2
12 1924 34 2
13 2247 46 2
14 2554 59 2
15 2985 77 6
16 3477 93 6
17 3904 114 6
18 4256 136 6

TABLE IV
DATA FOR BRAZIL

C. Brazil

The current population in Brazil is N = 21255941711. The
data available from public sources for the time period between
March 12th and 30th is provided in Table IV12.

11https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics of Brazil.
12Sources: Johns Hopkins University.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Brazil
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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Fig. 17. The identified parameters for Brazil

Fig. 18. The results of simulation of (5) for scenarios 1 and 2 in Brazil
under ±20% variation of all parameters

Applying the proposed procedure to parameter identification
leads to

γ = 0.0014, b = 0.0390

with the values γk and bk given in Fig. 17. The infection rate
b is within the limits of the same rate for France, Italy and
Spain, but the value of the recovery rate γ is much smaller,
which can be related with the fact that the epidemics in Brazil
is currently on an initial phase, or that different protocols are
used for registration.

The simulation results of the interval predictor (5) with
δ = 20% are presented in Fig. 18 (the dashed and dotted
lines represent, respectively, upper and lower interval bounds,
the solid lines correspond to the average behavior, the circles
depict measured and reconstructed data points used for iden-
tification). As we can conclude from these plots, the obtained
model follows well the measured statistics for Brazil, but at
the price of an increased level of uncertainty of two times with
respect to European countries.

Fig. 19. Prediction of the growth of I for scenario 1 in Brazil with pC = 2
or pC = 1 under deviations of values of all parameters

Finally, the illustration of influence of the strictness of
confinement is shown in Fig. 19. A more strict quarantine
decreases the epidemic peak amplitude in two times for the
optimistic scenario.

D. Russia

The current population in Russia is N = 14674509813. The
data available from public sources for the time period between
March 12th and 30th is provided in Table V14.

Applying the proposed procedure to parameter identification
leads to

γ = 0.0112, b = 0.0234

with the values γk and bk given in Fig. 20. In this case the
values of these parameters are smaller those for European
countries, which again can be related with a preliminary phase
of the epidemics in Russia or different rules for registration.

The results of simulation of the interval predictor (5)
with δ = 15% are presented in Fig. 21 (the dashed and
dotted lines represent, respectively, upper and lower interval
bounds, the solid lines correspond to the average behavior,
the circles depict measured and reconstructed data points used

13www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics of Russia.
14Sources: Wikipedia, Johns Hopkins University.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_Russia
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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Day t It Dt Ht
1 45 0 3
2 59 0 3
3 63 0 4
4 93 0 5
5 114 0 5
6 147 0 5
7 199 0 5
8 253 0 12
9 306 0 16

10 367 0 16
11 438 0 17
12 495 0 22
13 658 0 29
14 840 2 38
15 1036 3 45
16 1264 4 49
17 1534 8 64
18 1836 9 66

TABLE V
DATA FOR RUSSIA

Fig. 20. The identified parameters for Russia

for identification). As we can conclude from these plots, the
obtained model follows the measured statistics for Russia for
an increased value of uncertainty.

Finally, the illustration of influence of the strictness of
confinement is shown in Fig. 22. A more strict quarantine
almost stabilizes the virus propagation giving the time for
public health services to attenuate the consequences.

VII. CONCLUSION

A simple discrete-time SEIR epidemic model was identified
and used to predict the influence of the quarantine on the
SARS-CoV-2 virus propagation in France, Italy, Spain, Brazil
and Russia. To enlarge the model prediction performance,
an interval predictor method was also used to analyze the
COVID-19 course. The prediction showed that a longer con-
finement may be a bit more efficient, but under the current
level of uncertainty, a more strict as possible confinement
seems to be advisable.

The five considered countries can be divided on two groups:
three European states (France, Italy and Spain), where the
virus presence is already well developed with several weeks
of quarantine, and two BRICS countries (Brazil and Russia),
where the epidemics is just started and the confinement has

Fig. 21. The results of simulation of (5) for scenarios 1 and 2 in Russia
under ±15% variation of all parameters

Fig. 22. Prediction of the growth of I for scenario 1 in Russia with pC = 2
or pC = 1 under deviations of values of all parameters
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been imposed just recently. The identified models for these
groups of countries have common patterns (e.g., low recovery
rate γ for Brazil and Russia, and also lower precision of the
model required a higher value of δ ). The prediction shows that
in European countries the peak of infections will be passed at
the beginning of May in the optimistic scenario. An increased
severity of the confinement could significantly decrease the
amplitude of the peak decharging the load on health services.

Machine learning tools can be further used to identify and
optimize time profile for the confinement. Another possible
direction of improvement of the proposed approach is to
consider a SEIR model with population separation either by
age or by region (or by both), but this implies increasing of
the number of parameters to identify and also needs a special
structured data to be available.
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